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Overview
Since 1998, the Strassler Center at Clark University has gained international standing as the foremost Ph.D. program training students in Holocaust History, the Armenian Genocide, and other genocides perpetrated around the globe. In addition to a program that leads to a disciplinary Ph.D. in History, the Strassler Center established in 2021 an interdisciplinary Ph.D. program in Genocide Studies.

The study of genocides, mass atrocities, crimes against humanity stands at the core of the Strassler Center for Holocaust and Genocide Studies. Faculty and students use multifaceted approaches to foster greater knowledge about causes, conduct, and consequences of genocide, and they germinate ideas as conveners of international symposia, workshops, and conferences that broaden the boundaries of genocide studies by introducing lesser-known cases and novel approaches.

Home to a rich undergraduate program and two doctoral programs, the Strassler Center trains professionals who work in academic institutions, museums, memorials, and NGOs to teach about and research genocides, work on their memorialization, offer healing and aid to their victims, and search for solutions to prevent further mass atrocities and large-scale human rights violations.

The Ph.D. in History is for students who have a background in the discipline of history or related fields, e.g., through their B.A. or M.A. studies. They are interested in further familiarizing themselves with historiographical methods in order to locate the Holocaust, the Armenian Genocide, and other events of mass violence in their specific societal, political, and cultural contexts. These students aim at careers in academia, museums, and archives which favor a strong background in history.

The Ph.D. in Genocide Studies trains students in inter- and multidisciplinary approaches that increasingly shape the field. They learn about large-scale human rights abuses and events of mass violence in the past as well as in the present and how to apply their knowledge and skills in problem-oriented work and real-life contexts. In line with the increasing societal relevance of genocide studies, these students pursue careers as leaders in government agencies, NGOs, in the rich spectrum of pedagogical institutions such as museums, memorials, and teacher-training initiatives, and in academic programs that are committed to Holocaust, Genocide, and Human Rights studies.

In both programs, students receive guaranteed funding (living stipend and research bursary) for five years. Years 1 and 2 are committed to course work, preliminary dissertation research, professional training, and acquisition of foreign language skills. In Year 3, students prepare and sit for their comprehensive exams and participate in their prospectus defense. Year 4 is fully dedicated to dissertation research, and Year 5 typically to writing the dissertation.

Clark University is a small research university, and the Strassler Center is home to a set of small programs (including an undergraduate concentration) whose academic and pedagogical dynamic comes from intense, often daily interaction of faculty, graduate students,
undergraduates, and administrative staff. Doctoral students in our programs form lifelong friendships and build rich networks in the field of genocide studies and beyond. They conduct innovative research in archives around the world, with survivors of genocides, and at sites of mass violence. They secure prestigious fellowships, including those offered by the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum, the Conference on Jewish Material Claims against Germany, the Fulbright Foundation, and the National Association for Armenian Studies and Research. They travel the globe to present their research at conferences and academic institutions. They publish in peer-reviewed journals and contribute chapters to edited volumes. After graduating, they revise their dissertations for publication with leading academic presses and secure jobs in a variety of academic, pedagogical, and political institutions around the globe.

Clark University is a learning community characterized not only by a commitment to discovery, understanding, and knowledge, but also by deep appreciation for its importance to individual lives and change in our society. Clark University embraces equal opportunity and affirmative action as core values: we believe that cultivating an environment that embraces and promotes diversity is fundamental to the success of our students, our employees, and our community. This commitment applies to every aspect of education, services, and employment policies and practices at Clark.

This Handbook applies to both doctoral programs unless otherwise noted.

**Personnel and Contact Information**

**Director:** Thomas Kühne, Ph.D., Strassler Colin Flug Professor of Holocaust History  
Email: tkuehne@clarku.edu

**Director of Graduate Studies:** Thomas Kühne, Ph.D.  
Email: tkuehne@clarku.edu

**Executive Director:** Mary Jane Rein, Ph.D.  
Email: mrein@clarku.edu

**Program Manager:** Robyn Conroy, M.A.  
Email: rconroy@clarku.edu

**Administrative Assistant:** Alissa Duke  
Email: aduke@clarku.edu

**Budget Coordinator:** Kim Vance  
Email: kvance@clarku.edu

**Core Faculty (serving as primary dissertation advisors):**

Thomas Kühne, Ph.D., Strassler Colin Flug Professor of Holocaust History  
Email: tkuehne@clarku.edu

Ken MacLean, Ph.D., Professor of International Development and Social Change  
Email: kmaclean@clarku.edu
Elyse Semerdjian, Kaloosdian & Mugar Chair in Armenian Genocide Studies
   Email: esemerdjian@clarku.edu

Frances Tanzer, Ph.D., Rose Professor of Holocaust Studies and Jewish History and Culture
   Email: ftanzer@clarku.edu

**Visiting Faculty:**
Marta Havryshko, Ph.D., Dr. Thomas Zand Professor in Holocaust Pedagogy and Antisemitism Studies
   Email: mhavryshko@clarku.edu
Zoe Samudzi, Ph.D., Charles E. Scheidt Professor of Genocide Studies and Genocide Prevention
   Email: zsamudzi@clarku.edu

**Affiliated Faculty:**
Anita Fabos, Ph.D., Professor of International Development and Social Change
   Email: afabos@clarku.edu
Everett Fox, Ph.D., Allen M. Glick Professor of Judaic and Biblical Studies
   Email: efox@clarku.edu
Elizabeth Imber, Ph.D., Michael and Lisa Leffell Chair in Modern Jewish History
   Email: eimber@clarku.edu
Benjamin Korstvedt, Ph.D., Professor of Music
   Email: bkorstvedt@clarku.edu
Stephen Levin, Ph.D., Associate Professor of English
   Email: slevin@clarku.edu
Valerie Sperling, Ph.D., Professor of Political Science
   Email: vsperling@clarku.edu
Ora Szekely, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Political Science
   Email: oszekely@clarku.edu
Shelly Tenenbaum, Ph.D., Professor of Sociology
   Email: stenenbaum@clarku.edu
Johanna Ray Vollhardt, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Psychology
   Email: jvollhardt@clarku.edu
Orientation
In the week prior to the start of the fall semester, incoming students are required to attend an orientation to familiarize them with Clark University and the Strassler Center.

Registration
The Graduate School Office or the Registrar’s Office will provide information on registration and other matters before students arrive at Clark University.

To discuss and register for courses in their first semester at Clark, incoming students meet with the Director of Graduate Studies (DGS) before or after arriving at Clark, in person or electronically. This consultation will include a discussion of language and other requirements.

Student Status
**Full-Time Resident status** normally applies to students registered for three courses per semester. The three-course load includes directed reading, directed research, and directed writing courses as well as regularly scheduled courses. Students are required to be enrolled as full-time students taking either courses or directed readings (or some combination) up until the doctoral examinations and proposal are complete, meaning the All But Dissertation (ABD) status.

Once a student has completed all requirements for the PhD except for the dissertation, the student advances to ABD status. The student is still full-time, taking three credits of directed study for field work and dissertation writing. The total time in residence, starting from matriculation, is normally five years. It shall not exceed six years, regardless of when ABD status is achieved. After six years, students must be considered non-resident and are subject to the University’s non-resident fee.

**Non-Resident status** is accorded to students who have completed all their coursework, including field work, and have exhausted the five (or exceptionally six) year resident period. Non-Resident students are those who are not physically present at Clark except on an occasional basis, have only their dissertation to complete, and are only sporadically using Clark facilities (library, computer, etc.), although these facilities are fully available to them. However, they must still register for three non-resident credits to retain full-time student status and receive full tuition remission. Non-Resident students must pay the University non-resident fee.

**Part-time:** Clark University does not allow part-time status for students receiving tuition remission.

A **Leave of Absence** may be granted with the approval of the Director of the Strassler Center and the Dean of Research and Graduate Studies for a designated period, not to exceed one year in total (as per university requirements), to students who can present a valid reason for temporary suspension of their graduate studies. Students on leave of absence are not eligible
for loan deferments or any Clark benefits, and time on leave does not count towards progress to degree.

All students therefore have one of three statuses: full time, non-resident, or on an approved leave of absence. Otherwise, the student is assumed to have withdrawn and must file for reinstatement if they wish to continue in the program. To recommence graduate studies, reinstatement must be approved by the Strassler Center Director and the Dean of Research and Graduate Studies.

Financial Support
Students in both PhD programs receive a package of support for the whole of the five-year program on condition that they stay in good standing, progress satisfactorily each year, pass reviews, serve as a Research or Teaching Assistant (years 1, 2, and 3) and fulfill professional development requirements.

Graduate students who are on a 9-month appointment (TA/RAship) (in years 1, 2, and 3) receive a package of support in academic year 2023-24 that includes a stipend of $28,863; if they choose the university’s student health insurance plan they will receive a 100% subsidy toward their health insurance cost for the academic year. As of October, 2022, these appointments are outlined by the collective bargaining agreement (CBA) between Clark University and Teamsters Local 170 that governs the terms of employment for master’s and doctoral students in Graduate Arts and Sciences.

In years 4 and 5, the Strassler Center provides research fellowships ($22,000 in AY 2023-24) to support the student’s work toward degree completion, and a research bursary ($6,000), to be used according to university guidelines for professional expenses such as travel to archives and research sites. Policies and procedures on the use of these funds, including the requirement of submitting budget plans and the reimbursement of expenses are available from the Executive Director. Since the fellowships during year 4 and 5 are provided toward supporting the student’s degree completion, it is not governed by the CBA.

Students are also encouraged to apply for external grants and fellowships whenever possible, particularly for dissertation research. To that end, students are asked to meet with the university’s research office and with the Executive Director.

Professional Development Requirements
All students (Years 1 through 5) are expected to submit a biannual report on their research and professional activities (including research and conference trips) of 400 to 600 words to the Executive Director on September 5 and May 5.

Teaching/Research Assistantships
Serving as a Teaching Assistant offers an opportunity for Strassler Center doctoral students to learn how to teach at the college level. Through the TA experience, students will acquire practical skills and tangible knowledge. The program also aims to strengthen the ability to reflect upon and articulate what constitutes effective teaching, and to put that into practice. In addition, TAs may expect to gain increased knowledge about the content of the course.
Students of both PhD programs are required to serve as Teaching Assistants during their first, second and third years, in one course per semester, typically in undergraduate lecture classes offered by HGS faculty, occasionally also in lecture classes of non-HGS History faculty and HGS affiliated faculty. In the first year, students may occasionally serve as RAs instead of as TAs.

TA or RA assignments are administered by the DGS. The TA/RA duties are determined by the instructor or supervisor and will be outlined in the assignment letter.

TAs are evaluated through teaching evaluations (if applicable) and by the faculty at the end of the semester. The student evaluations are administered by the Strassler Center, and faculty will provide feedback on the TA performance. These feedbacks provide important and valuable data that would support the students’ job applications. TAs should read the evaluations and keep copies of them for future reference.

**Dissertation Advisor**

The relationship of student and faculty advisor is of utmost importance to the student’s success and development and extends beyond intellectual interests into professional persona and conduct. In both programs, the DGS serves as primary faculty advisor to incoming students during their first year. By the end of the first year, typically during its second term, students are required to secure the agreement of a core center faculty member to serve as their dissertation advisor.

No faculty member is required to serve as dissertation advisor. However, once the faculty member has agreed to direct a dissertation, the advisership should not be relinquished without strong reasons an explanation of which will be provided to the student and the DGS in writing.

A student who wishes to change their dissertation advisor will inform the DGS and discuss with them the reasons and the options for a change. The change requires the written approval of the DGS and the written consent of the new advisor.

Should a faculty leave Clark University and decline to continue serving as a dissertation advisor, the student will be given utmost assistance in finding a new advisor. Ordinarily, however, the departing faculty will be expected to continue directing dissertations already in progress.

**Applications for External Awards**

Students are encouraged to apply for external fellowships and grants whenever possible, particularly for dissertation research. External awards not only support the research but add to the student’s credentials and competitiveness on the job market. The Executive Director advises students about fellowship opportunities beginning in Year 1. Students are encouraged to schedule one-on-one meetings to discuss grants and fellowships no later than in their second year and as appropriate thereafter.

**Coursework**

The first two years of both programs are dedicated to coursework. The aim of coursework is to expose students to a variety of relevant academic fields, to hone their analytical skills in reading and research through intense scrutiny of the relevant scholarship, to provide a foundation for
the students’ examination and research fields, and to teach them to do independent research. It is expected that full-time students will do substantial reading on their own in their fields, above and beyond what is assigned in class. This reading may be done over the summer, or during the semester, e.g., in self-organized study groups.

Students in both programs must take twelve courses at the graduate level to qualify for the Ph.D. The typical full-time course load is three courses per semester, one of which is a research course (e.g., seminar, independent study). Students may petition for a heavier course load under exceptional circumstances.

**Ph.D. in History:**

The twelve courses include

- HIST/HGS 368 (History: Theory, Method, and Practice) or, upon approval of the DGS, an equivalent course introducing theory and methods of history.

- Two history courses outside of Holocaust and Genocide Studies (i.e., offered by History Department faculty excluding HGS faculty). Students need to secure approval for these two courses from the DGS.

- Two courses outside of the History Department (i.e., offered by faculty outside of the History department). Students need to secure approval for these two courses from the DGS.

- Two directed studies, thematically and/or methodologically related to the dissertation project.

At least four of the twelve courses should be research seminars.

**Ph.D. in Genocide Studies:**

The twelve courses include

- HGS/IDCE 330 (Theory and Methods in Genocide and Human Rights Studies) or, upon approval of the DGS, an equivalent course introducing theory and methods of genocide studies.

- Four electives chosen from at least four different disciplines, understood as Clark departments or defined by the disciplinary design of the course and the disciplinary training of the instructor. (Directed studies with non-Clark faculty do not count as one of these four electives.) The choice of these four electives must be approved by the DGS.

- Two directed studies thematically and/or methodologically related to the dissertation project.

The twelve courses are to be chosen in a way that at least four of the following major areas are covered by thematically focused courses: 1) Americas and Australia, 2) Africa, 3) East and South Asia, 4) Middle (Near) East (including former Ottoman Empire), 5) East Europe (Slavic Europe, Balkans, former Russian Empire), 6) Central, Western, and Northern Europe. The DGS approves the selections.


Directed Studies
Typically, directed study courses are taken with the dissertation advisor or other Clark faculty. Students may enroll in 200 or 100-level courses in non-graduate departments/programs as HGS 399 courses (directed study) upon approval and provision of the instructor who will determine graduate-appropriate assignments.

External tenured and tenure-track faculty at reputable institutions and programs that provide expertise not represented at Clark are eligible to teach directed studies in conjunction with an HGS core faculty member (typically the dissertation advisor) who ensures the observance of Clark graduate teaching standards.

Students’ petitions for directed studies with non-Clark faculty, including members of their dissertation committees, need to be approved by the DGS and the dissertation advisor before contacting the respective instructor. The dissertation advisor will discuss syllabus and requirements with the external faculty. If approved by DGS and dissertation advisor and agreed upon by the external faculty, all relevant information and materials need to be submitted to the program manager by Oct 1 for a course in the following spring semester and by March 1 for a fall semester course.

Second-Year Paper
During their first or second year in the doctoral program, students in either PhD program will produce an article-length paper of original research (about 30-40 pages). The paper is intended to be a substantive piece of original scholarship using primary sources and/or discussing major scholarly issues and debates. It may but does not need to be produced in conjunction with a course. In contrast to a term paper, the first-year paper reflects a longer, sustained research and writing process intended to prepare students for the (even longer) process of completing a dissertation. Topics should be selected in consultation with the student’s dissertation advisor and should correspond with the student’s own research interests and major field of study. A revised version of the paper may be published as an article or become part of the dissertation. Students should select a topic for this paper and commence research during their first semester at Clark and should plan to have a final draft of the paper completed no later than in their second year.

Grades
Instructors have the option of grading by letter or by pass-fail grades. Only courses in which a student receives a B or better, or a pass (assuming at least a B performance), may count for graduate credit.

Language Requirements
Students in both Ph.D. programs must demonstrate competency in at least two research-appropriate language (other than English for native English speakers). Often, the dissertation advisor will require the student to demonstrate proficiency in additional languages, if critical to the proposed research.
In some instances, the second foreign language requirement may be waived, if it can be demonstrated that it is not needed for the proposed research. To obtain the waiver, students must submit a petition that makes the case with supporting evidence to their dissertation advisor and the Director of Graduate Studies. Their decision will be final.

To be considered, such a petition must be submitted prior to the end of the second semester of the first year of study.

Students may be granted a waiver and be exempted from an exam in a language granted if 1) the research-appropriate language is their native language; or, 2) if they have received a degree from an institution that conducts its courses primarily in that language and if the student successfully submitted a BA or MA thesis written in that language.

The Executive Director oversees the language exams and expects students to fill out a Student Language Self-Assessment form and meet with them in Year 1 to discuss their plans for fulfilling their language requirements, including specifying arrangements they will make for tutoring (if needed) and summer language courses to which they will apply (again, as necessary). External fellowships are available for the study of some languages; guidance is provided by the Executive Director.

It is expected that students will pass language exam 1 by the last day of classes in Year 1 and pass (if applicable) language 2 by the last day of classes in Year 2. Students will no longer be in good standing if they are unable to meet these requirements and, in accordance with university guidelines, will be required to withdraw from the program.

In unusual circumstances including documented learning disabilities or an unusually ambitious research-related language acquisition plan, a grace period will be allowed during which a student may continue in the program in conditional good standing beyond these deadlines. Note that students are not permitted to sit their oral comprehensive exams or defend their prospectus until they have passed their language proficiency exams.

The Center will bear the cost of no more than two exams in any one language, and no more than four exams in total (no matter how many languages a student chooses for examination). The costs of all additional testing (above the limit of four) are the responsibility of the student.

**Proto- and Pre-Dissertation Proposals**

Students should begin early in their first year thinking about their dissertation project, in conjunction with their dissertation advisor. Tentative ideas about the project will result in a proto-proposal of four to six pages, including a) an introduction (brief abstract), b) a concise assessment of related literature, c) a larger section on research questions, d) a list of possible primary sources or types of such sources. The proto-proposal may serve as a basis for grant and fellowship proposals.

The proto-proposal is due by the last day of classes of the first year. The DGS and the dissertation advisor must approve it.
A similarly organized but extended and possibly revised pre-proposal (six to ten pages) is due by the last day of classes of the second year. This is done in consultation with the dissertation advisor, and the advisor must approve the final product.

First and Second Year Reviews

Good communication at the right time and a sense of progress are crucial to success in graduate school. The following evaluation procedures are geared to that end.

Students will participate in an annual review of their progress at the end of the first and of the second years of study. These reviews are based on evaluations from faculty with whom the student has taken courses, including directed readings. The dissertation advisor solicits these evaluations and writes a redacted evaluation. The student meets in person or virtually with the dissertation advisor to discuss experiences, progress, challenges, and aspirations, and to review summer research plans based on the proto or pre-dissertation proposal.

It is the student’s responsibility to schedule these reviews at a time convenient for the dissertation advisor, typically between the last day of classes and commencement, or shortly thereafter.

A satisfactory annual review is required for the student to stay “in good standing” and to proceed in the program. The dissertation advisor shares the result of the review including the redacted version of the evaluations of the courses taken by the student with the DGS for approval.

Comprehensive Examination

The purpose of the comprehensive exam is to prepare the student to teach in fields beyond their dissertation topic, to engage intelligently in academic or public discussions in these fields, and to provide a broad background for research. Fields are broadly conceived chronologically, geographically, or topically.

The field examination aims to ascertain whether the student has achieved a grasp of the field as a whole and – by examining the student’s capacity to integrate material and develop a coherent sense of the field – whether they have begun to develop their own interpretation of it. The examination also tests the student’s understanding of the relevant scholars’ interpretations. Students should be able to answer exam questions with some detailed examples of events, patterns, or circumstances to bolster their case as well as lay out and assess the arguments other scholars have brought to bear on the issue.

All field exams are oral examinations of one hour per field, and students are examined in the three fields at the same time (in one three-hour block). Each field has its own examiner although all examiners may and often do participate in all three areas of examination. Students must pass this examination during their third year in the program, before their dissertation prospectus defenses. The DGS decides about exceptions from this order.

Each student is responsible for preparing three fields.

In the History Ph.D. program, the three fields are:
1) **World History** from the Renaissance to the present, with a focus on but not limited to the larger period (typically one or two centuries), the region, or the thematic field that constitutes the context of the student’s dissertation project.

2) **Genocide Studies**, with a focus on but not limited to the genocide or event of mass violence that is the subject of the student’s dissertation project, e.g., the Holocaust, the Armenian genocide, the Rwandan genocide of 1994, the Cambodian genocide, etc.

3) A specific field designed around the candidate’s research interests and tailored to their dissertation proposal, such as the history of the relevant region (Ottoman empire; Great Lakes region; East & Slavic Europe; East Asia; etc.), or a relevant concept or methodological approach (gender; trauma; neighborhood violence; collective memory; transitional justice; etc.), each applied to a longer period (e.g., the 19th or 20th century).

In the **Genocide Studies** Ph.D. program, the three fields are:

1) **Genocide Studies** at large, covering several major events of mass violence and the relevant theoretical and methodological approaches and debates of the field.

2) The history and the present time of the larger region relevant to the student’s dissertation project, e.g., the Americas; Africa; East Asia; South Asia; Middle (Near) East (including former Ottoman Empire); East Europe; Central and Western Europe.

3) A specific field designed around the candidate’s research interests and tailored to their dissertation proposal, such as the genocide under consideration, or a relevant concept or methodological approach.

Students must consult with their dissertation advisor on the mix of fields and specialties. The advisor must approve the field choices. Modifications or redefinitions of the fields need the approval of the dissertation advisor and the DGS.

All field exams are oral examinations of one hour per field, and students are examined in the three fields at the same time (in one three-hour block).

The committee is made up of professors in each of the three fields. The examination committee can be but does not need to be the same as the dissertation committee. Typically, at least two of the committee members are Clark faculty with strong teaching expertise in the related field of examination. Students discuss and clear the composition of the committee with their dissertation advisor, secure the agreement of the other committee members, and finally the approval of the Director of Graduate Studies.

Once the field exam committee is established, the student informs the four HGS core faculty members, the program manager, and the administrative assistant of the composition of the committee.

The student should begin to develop reading lists for each of the fields a full year before the exam. Each list should include some fifty books or seminal articles and range from scholarship currently regarded as “classic” to “cutting edge” that enable the student to acquire comprehensive knowledge of that field. It is thus highly recommended to include a reasonable number (half a dozen or so) of books that survey the entire field, such as Adam Jones,
Dissertation Committee

Normally during—but no later than by the end of—their second year, students establish their dissertation committee. The dissertation committee consists of four members including the dissertation advisor who serves as chair. At least two members of the committee (including the chair) must be tenured or tenure-track Clark faculty. Up to two members may be faculty or senior scholars at leading academic institutions in or outside of the U.S. All committee members must have a Ph.D.

Students discuss and clear the composition of the committee with their dissertation advisor, who serves as its chair, and secure the approval of the DGS as well as the agreement of the three additional committee members. It is recommended to secure the approval of the DGS before contacting prospective committee members.

Once the dissertation committee is established and all four members have confirmed their participation, the student informs the DGS, the HGS core faculty members, the program manager, and the administrative assistant of the composition of the committee (names, title, affiliation, email address and personal website if available).

Occasionally, students may wish to change the composition of their Ph.D. committee. This is acceptable and permissible as long as the committee conforms to the above requirements. A change to the committee begins with a discussion between student and dissertation advisor, or with the DGS should the change be requested by the dissertation advisor. The procedure for replacing committee members follows the one stipulated above for the composition of the initial committee.

Dissertation Prospectus

The prospectus should set out the aim of the dissertation, the questions it raises, how other scholars have treated the subject. It describes the dissertation’s contribution to the field, as
well as the study’s methods, the types of sources to be used, and it presents preliminary hypotheses.

Typically, it includes the following sections:

- **Introduction** – summary of the purpose and the major research question of the dissertation.
- **Literature review** – what have other scholars written on the topic of the dissertation and its research context?
- **Significance** – why do we need this study; in which ways will it move beyond existing studies?
- **Research question** – well organized and detailed outline of the issues the dissertation will explore.
- **Methodology** – outline of the approach(es) the project will pursue.
- **Sources** – types and examples of primary sources that will be used to answer the research questions.
- **Chapters** – tentative TOC, i.e., outline of the dissertation chapters
- **Bibliography** – primary and secondary sources used and cited in this prospectus.

The expected length of a dissertation prospectus is fifteen to twenty pages, double-spaced, with footnotes as appropriate following the *Chicago Manual of Style*, and it should be written to serve as a basis for grant applications. The student discusses drafts of the prospectus with their dissertation advisor and the other committee members, normally in the first semester of the third year, and secures the dissertation advisor’s approval.

It is the student’s responsibility to arrange a time convenient to all committee members for the two-hour dissertation prospectus defense colloquium to which all program faculty and graduate students are invited. In the History Ph.D. track, all faculty and graduate students of the History Department are also invited.

The student submits an electronic copy of the prospectus three weeks ahead of the colloquium to the administrative assistant of the Strasser Center. The administrative assistant circulates the prospectus to the above audience no later than two weeks before the colloquium.

The dissertation advisor and the three other dissertation committee members must attend in person. (In cases of emergencies, the dissertation advisor decides about exceptions by way of virtual attendance of committee members and/or student.)

At the colloquium, the student will give a thirty-minute synopsis of the subject and approach and then open the floor for questions and discussion.

The dissertation prospectus must be successfully defended by the last day of classes of the third year.

**Dissertation Research and Writing**

After achieving ABD status, doctoral candidates are encouraged to engage in researching and writing their dissertation speedily and effectively. During the research and writing process, it is the student’s responsibility to regularly convene with the dissertation advisor and provide them
with evidence of satisfactory progress towards completion. The dissertation advisor establishes the modalities and a schedule for this communication.

The dissertation must make an original contribution to the candidate’s field of specialization. Students are advised to ensure that their research will not duplicate work already published elsewhere.

Plagiarism is a significant professional breach in academia; be aware of Clark’s policy on academic integrity. Plagiarism refers to the presentation of someone else’s work (ideas, concepts, findings, or language) as one’s own, without proper citation of references and sources, whether or not the work has been previously published. Claims of ignorance about the rules of attribution, or of unintentional error, are not a defense against a finding of plagiarism.

The dissertation is to be based on (and must name) all relevant primary and secondary sources, including those most recently published.

The completed dissertation should be a well-written and well-organized typescript fitting, in format, the University guidelines (for binding etc.) and consisting of the front matter (title page; preface; table of content, list of tables, list of illustrations, each of these three with page references), the text (introduction; main body, divided into chapters and subchapters; conclusion), and the references (notes, to be placed at the bottom of each page, at the end of each chapter, or at the end of the complete text; appendices; bibliography).

Typically, a dissertation manuscript runs approximately three hundred pages.

**Dissertation Defense**

It is anticipated that the student shares drafts of the complete dissertation or its chapters with all members of the dissertation committee several months ahead of the desired defense of the dissertation. Students revise their dissertation or portions thereof in response to the feedback and, possibly, extensive criticism of committee members. Once approved by the dissertation advisor, the resulting highly advanced, “defensible” draft of the complete dissertation includes the title page, the TOC (with page numbers), all chapters, figures, tables, the bibliography and all appropriate declarations will be shared with the committee to be the subject of the dissertation defense. A printed copy of the defensible draft will be placed for faculty review in the main office of the Strassler Center (in the History PhD program, also in the office of the History Department) and an electronic version will be shared with the DGS and the Strassler Center director.

The dissertation defense is considered a working session of approximately one hour. It starts with a reflection by the student on the main results of the dissertation, its contribution to the research field as well as the limitations of the dissertation. All committee members attend, in person or virtually. The defense will discuss the strengths and deficiencies of the dissertation and offer suggestions for further revisions, e.g., for a possible publication.

If the dissertation is approved by the dissertation committee, the student has completed the final requirement of the Ph.D. and is permitted to proceed with preparations for graduation. If the dissertation committee does not approve the dissertation, the committee needs to submit in writing the reasons for its decision, which may include recommendations for revision.
Submission of the Dissertation and Graduation

The process of submitting the dissertation, the formats to be observed, and the timeline for graduation is determined by the Graduate Arts and Sciences Office of the University. Students are advised to check the instructions on the website of the Graduate Studies in Arts and Sciences and communicate possible questions with its office as early as possible.

Duration of the Program

It is expected that it will take students five full years to complete the Ph.D. program, and it is anticipated that students will defend their dissertations no later than in September of Year 6. Students are strongly encouraged to finish by the end of Year 6 at the latest. They must complete the requirements within seven years of active enrollment. Approved leaves of absence do not count against the time limit, but time spent in nonresident status does. Note that funding by the Center is guaranteed for five years only with no possibility of extension.

Students who will not finish the degree requirements within the time allotted may request an extension of time to complete those requirements. Such requests normally will be for no more than one academic year. Petitions should include a timeline for completion of the degree requirements and must be approved by the dissertation advisor and the DGS before submission to the Dean of Research and Graduate Studies for final approval. Typically, only one extension of time will be granted. In extenuating circumstances where a second extension may be required the petition will be reviewed by a faculty committee.

Students who require more than three non-resident years must request additional time and, if granted, pay a yearly fee, and they must show significant progress on their dissertation by submitting two satisfactory chapters each year to their dissertation advisor. Students who do not submit two satisfactory chapters in a year will be withdrawn from the University.

Progress to Degree: Years 1 to 6

First Year:

1. Familiarize yourself with all parts of this Handbook and the University’s Graduate Student Handbook.
2. Take and pass three courses in fall, and three in spring. Make sure your GPA is 3.0 or higher.
3. Plan for taking a Directed Study in spring or the following fall, if you wish so, and honor the deadlines for submitting the paperwork.
4. Serve as Teaching Assistant in one course in fall and one in spring. Alternatively, if appropriate and determined by the DGS, serve as Research Assistant.
5. Work toward your first language exam, to be taken no later than the last day of classes in your first year.
6. Submit reports to the Executive Director on Sept 5 and May 5.
7. Secure your dissertation advisor, ideally at the beginning but no later than at the end of the second term.
8. Work on, submit, and discuss with your advisor your proto-proposal.
9. Start thinking about your second-year paper.
10. Develop and discuss with your advisor a research plan for the summer.
11. Attend Strassler Center events, engage in the Q&A sessions, and fulfill professional development requirements.
12. Schedule and pass the first-year review with your advisor before the end of the semester.

Second Year:

13. Familiarize yourself with updates of this Handbook and the University’s Graduate Student Handbook.
14. Take and pass three courses in fall, and three in spring. Make sure your GPA is 3.0 or higher.
15. Serve as Teaching Assistant in one course in fall and one in spring.
16. Plan for taking a Directed Study in spring if you wish so and honor the deadlines for submitting the paperwork.
17. Prepare your second language exam, if required, to be taken no later than the last day of classes.
18. Submit reports to the Executive Director on Sept 5 and May 5.
19. Work on, submit, and discuss with your advisor your pre-proposal.
20. Complete your second-year paper.
21. Discuss with your advisor, and secure, your dissertation committee.
22. Start working on the reading lists for your field exams, discuss them with your advisor, and secure the field exam committee.
23. Develop and discuss with your advisor a research plan for the summer.
24. Attend Strassler Center events, engage in the Q&A sessions, and fulfill professional development requirements.
25. Schedule and pass the second-year review with your advisor before the end of the semester.

Third Year:

1. Familiarize yourself with updates of this Handbook and the University’s Graduate Student Handbook.
2. Serve as Teaching Assistant in one course in fall and one in spring.
3. Submit reports to the Executive Director on Sept 5 and May 5.
4. Work toward your dissertation prospectus and your field exams; both will require most of your time and need careful planning.
5. Schedule both the field exams and the prospectus defense in conjunction with your dissertation advisor, the committee members, and the Center’s administrative assistant and the program manager.
6. Honor the deadline for submitting your dissertation prospectus.
7. After passing field exams and defending your prospectus, discuss with your advisor your research plans for the rest of this and the following year (four).
8. Attend Strassler Center events, engage in the Q&A sessions, and fulfill professional development requirements until you are ABD.
9. Consider applying for external grants and fellowships, especially for the summer and your fourth year.

Fourth Year:

1. Familiarize yourself with updates of this *Handbook* and the University’s *Graduate Student Handbook*.
2. Spend the entire year on dissertation research. Refrain from overcommitting yourself with other activities.
3. Submit reports to the Executive Director on Sept 5 and May 5.
4. Consider applying for external grants and fellowships, especially for the summer and your fourth year.
5. Maintain communication with your dissertation advisor according to a schedule set up with them.

Fifth Year:

1. Familiarize yourself with updates of this *Handbook* and the University’s *Graduate Student Handbook*.
2. Spend the entire year on dissertation research and move quickly toward writing. Refrain from overcommitting yourself with other activities.
3. Submit reports to the Executive Director on Sept 5 and May 5.
4. Consider applying for external grants and fellowships, especially if you anticipate not finishing by the end of the fifth year.
5. Maintain communication with your dissertation advisor according to a schedule set up with them.
6. Once you close in on finishing the dissertation manuscript and have discussed drafts with your advisor and the other members of your dissertation committee, consider scheduling the defense and plan for submitting the dissertation.

Sixth Year and Beyond

1. Familiarize yourself with updates of this *Handbook* and the University’s *Graduate Student Handbook*.
2. Use as much time as possible to finish writing your dissertation. Refrain from overcommitting yourself with other activities.
3. Consider applying for external grants and fellowships.
4. Maintain communication with your dissertation advisor according to a schedule set up with them.
5. Once you close in on finishing the dissertation manuscript and have discussed drafts with your advisor and the other members of your dissertation committee, schedule the defense and plan for submitting the dissertation.

**Code of Conduct**

Students are expected to act as good citizens of the Center. Adherence to the following guidelines is required. Failure to fulfill them may jeopardize support and advice by Center
faculty and staff, including a student’s ability to secure letters of recommendation from faculty and letters of support for visits to archives.

1. Respond to Center faculty and staff emails and Center invitations within 24 hours on workdays; use the automatic response message when you are traveling and unable to return emails immediately.
2. Attend Center lectures, lunches, and proposal defenses (Years 1-3).
3. Respect your fellow students and contribute to the culture of collegiality especially in the student offices. Disagreements about office etiquette, use of facilities, or other matters should be resolved quickly and respectfully.
4. Consider student offices as your workplace. Do not use them for overnight accommodation. Upon completing the dissertation, you must clear your desk and return keys within the month.
5. Meet with visiting scholars and other dignitaries when asked (Years 1-3).
7. Serve as a buddy for incoming students and for visiting graduate students during Center conferences (Years 1-3)
8. Submit reimbursement requests to the Budget Coordinator according to specifications.
9. Submit reports on your progress to the Executive Director twice a year and include interesting research findings, meetings attended, papers delivered.

In Good Standing Policy
To be considered in good standing, students must

1. Comply with this Handbook as well as the University’s Graduate Student Handbook.
2. Pass first- and second year reviews.
3. Pass foreign language competency exam prior to the last day of classes Year 1 (first language), prior to the last day of classes Year 2 (second language if required).
4. Complete RA and TA assignments in Years 1, 2, and 3.
5. Schedule, sit, and pass your comprehensive oral exams no later than at the last day of classes of Year 3.
6. Schedule and pass your dissertation proposal defense no later than at the last day of classes of Year 3.
7. Maintain communication with your dissertation advisor according to a schedule set up with them.
8. Progress satisfactorily with your dissertation original research (evaluation by your dissertation advisor).

Out of Good Standing
A student who fails to meet the In-Good-Standing policies must meet with a committee consisting of the student’s advisor(s), any Clark faculty committee members (if the student has a committee), the Director of Graduate Studies, and the Strassler Center Director. Following the faculty’s “oversight” meeting, it is the responsibility of the DGS to ensure that this check-in meeting is held with the student. The committee meets with the student and makes a recommendation to the Center Director on the continuance of the student in the graduate
program. The committee and/or the student may recommend that the student leave the program or that she/he is granted a "grace period" during summer break or over a specified timeframe in which the student is given the opportunity (with or without a leave of absence) to meet the requirements of the program. Appeals against the Center’s termination decision should be addressed to the Dean of Research and Graduate Studies, clearly stating the grounds for appeal. The Dean may choose to convene a subcommittee of the Graduate Board to consider the appeal.

Grievance Procedures
Ordinarily, difficulties that may arise between students, faculty, and staff are resolved through informal discussions between the individuals involved. When a student believes that such discussions have not led to a fair outcome, the student may ask the DGS and/or the Center Director to intervene. They will attempt to resolve the issue informally through discussions with those involved. If the student considers that these methods have failed, the student may ask the Director to convene a meeting of at least three faculty, two of whom are on the student’s committee or have worked closely with the student. Either the Center Director or the DGS shall be the third member of this committee, as long as one or both are viewed as “neutral” parties (i.e., not on the student committee or subject of the grievance). If the aggrieved student believes that one of the faculty members is biased against them, the Center Director will not appoint that faculty member to the committee. Students who believe that they have not been treated fairly through such procedures may appeal the decision to the Dean of Graduate Studies. If the grievance falls under Title IX, the student may reach out to the Title IX coordinator at Clark.